We present photometric and spectroscopic observations of galaxies hosting Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) observed by the Nearby Supernova Factory (SNfactory). Combining GALEX UV data with optical and near infrared photometry, we employ stellar population synthesis techniques to measure SN Ia host galaxy stellar masses, star-formation rates (SFRs), and reddening due to dust. We reinforce the key role of GALEX UV data in deriving accurate estimates of galaxy SFRs and dust extinction. Optical spectra of SN Ia host galaxies are fitted simultaneously for their stellar continua and emission lines fluxes, from which we derive high precision redshifts, gas-phase metallicities, and Hα-based SFRs. With these data we show that SN Ia host galaxies present tight agreement with the fiducial galaxy mass-metallicity relation from SDSS for stellar masses log(M * /M ) > 8.5 where the relation is well-defined. The star-formation activity of SN Ia host galaxies is consistent with a sample of comparable SDSS field galaxies, though this comparison is limited by systematic uncertainties in SFR measurements. Our analysis indicates that SN Ia host galaxies are, on average, typical representatives of normal field galaxies.
1. INTRODUCTION Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are some of the most dramatic explosive events in the Universe, yet the exact nature of their stellar progenitors remains a mystery. SNe Ia are very bright, and exhibit low intrin-sic luminosity dispersion (∼ 0.35 mag; Branch & Miller 1993) , making them suitable for measuring extragalactic distances. The discovery of an empirical relationship between the luminosity and light curve decline rate of SNe Ia (Pskovskii 1977; Phillips 1993; Phillips et al. 1999) , aided in large part by the discovery of extreme events such as SN 1991T (Phillips et al. 1992; Filippenko et al. 1992a ) and SN 1991bg (Filippenko et al. 1992b ; Leibundgut et al. 1993) , resulted in a significant improvement in the standardized luminosity of SNe Ia and enabled their successful use as cosmological probes. Discovery of a second empirical relationship between the observed color and luminosity of SNe Ia (Hamuy et al. 1996; Riess et al. 1996; Tripp 1998) further decreased the observed dispersion to the current level of about ∼ 0.15 mag. This uniformity of SN Ia luminosities has enabled their successful use as standardizable candles to constrain the energy content of the Universe (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999; Tonry et al. 2003; Knop et al. 2003; Wood-Vasey et al. 2007; Riess et al. 2007; Kowalski et al. 2008; Hicken et al. 2009; Kessler et al. 2009; Amanullah et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2011; Suzuki et al. 2012) .
Despite their utility as cosmological distance indicators, the stellar progenitors of SNe Ia remain as yet undetermined. With future SN Ia surveys planned to find SNe Ia at high redshifts (e.g. WFIRST -Green et al. 2012) , concerns remain that the younger stellar ages and lower metallicities of high redshift environments could bias cosmological measurements if the corrected brightnesses of SNe Ia vary with these parameters. A promising source for clues to the origin of SN Ia brightness diversity, and its possible dependence on progenitor properties, is the study of SN Ia environments.
Early studies of SN Ia host galaxies found qualita-tive evidence for a correlation between the observed peak magnitude, light curve decline rate, and expansion velocity of an SN Ia with the morphological type of its host galaxy (Filippenko 1989; Branch & van den Bergh 1993; Hamuy et al. 1996) , such that brighter slower declining SNe Ia preferentially occur in later type (spiral and irregular) galaxies, while fainter slower declining SNe Ia preferentially occur in earlier type (E/S0) galaxies. Recent studies have confirmed these trends and found analogous correlations with respect to host galaxy mass or metallicity (Hamuy et al. 2000; Gallagher et al. 2005 Gallagher et al. , 2008 Neill et al. 2009; Howell et al. 2009 ). These trends provide compelling evidence that some property of the progenitor (most likely age or metallicity) that correlates with host galaxy properties may be driving the observed diversity of SN Ia light curve decline rates. Recently, troubling evidence for progenitor-driven trends of corrected SN Ia luminosities arose from studies of SN Ia Hubble residuals and the properties of their host galaxies (Kelly et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2010; Lampeitl et al. 2010; Gupta et al. 2011; D'Andrea et al. 2011; Johansson et al. 2012; Hayden et al. 2012) . Such a correlation can easily bias the measurement of cosmological parameters, particularly the dark energy equation of state parameter and its evolution with redshift. This subject will be the focus of the second paper in this series, but here it motivates a critical question: if a particular property of host galaxies should be used to correct SN Ia luminosities, what is the best technique for measuring both the value and uncertainty of that property?
The most accessible physical properties to measure for galaxies are those which can be inferred from multi-band photometry, particularly stellar mass and star-formation rate (SFR). To derive those galaxy properties from photometry requires invocation of the art of stellar population synthesis (SPS). This is a rich field of study (see Conroy 2013 , for a recent review), to which we will later devote an entire section, and is being used with increasing frequency in the study of SN Ia host galaxies. SPS involves the comparison of observed galaxy photometry (across multiple filters) to fluxes predicted for a model spectral energy distribution (SED) generated for a chosen galaxy star-formation history (SFH). While much effort in the field of SPS is devoted to deriving model SEDs that best match observed galaxy photometry, we are here more interested in how much variation of the SFH is allowed for a galaxy given its observational measurement errors and a known level of uncertainties in the models. We will also inspect the effects of broader wavelength coverage in photometry, and will echo the findings of previous authors (Papovich et al. 2001; Gil de Paz & Madore 2002; Neill et al. 2009; Gupta et al. 2011 ) who showed that UV data is critical for accurately assessing a galaxy's recent star-formation activity.
While the photometrically derived properties of stellar mass and SFR are the most easily accessible galaxy properties, metallicity is a property of critical interest for SNe Ia. Galaxy metallicities are most directly measured from spectroscopy, but as this is observationally expensive a more desirable technique would be to infer metallicity from photometrically derived properties. This can be achieved by invoking galaxy scaling relations such as the galaxy mass-metallicity relation (e.g. Tremonti et al. 2004) or the mass-metallicity-SFR relation (Mannucci et al. 2010; Lara-López et al. 2010 ). However, a critical check on this technique should be a confirmation that SN Ia host galaxies exhibit metallicities and SFRs consistent with expectations given their stellar masses, which we perform in this work.
This paper is the first in a series of papers which will study the host galaxies of SNe Ia discovered or followed by the Nearby Supernova Factory (SNfactory, Aldering et al. 2002) . Here we present the observational data for the SNfactory host galaxy sample which will form the basis of the scientific analyses in this and future papers. In Section 2 we present the photometric and spectroscopic observational data for our SN Ia host galaxy sample. We derive estimates of stellar mass, star-formation rate (SFR), and dust extinction for each host galaxy using a stellar population synthesis method described in detail in Section 3. We then exploit the derived host galaxy physical parameters (mass, metallicity, and SFR) to examine the question of whether SN Ia host galaxies are typical representatives of the normal galaxy population in the local universe, considering SN Ia host metallicities in Section 4 and host SFRs in Section 5. We discuss the implications of our analyses in Section 6 and summarize our conclusions in Section 7.
Throughout this paper we employ a standard ΛCDM cosmology with Ω Λ = 0.7, Ω M = 0.3, H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 . Stellar masses and star-formation rates in this paper are computed using a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF), and our prescriptions for converting literature values to this choice of IMF are described where appropriate.
2. HOST GALAXY DATA In this Section we present the observational data for the full sample of SNfactory SN Ia host galaxies. We first briefly describe the SN Ia sample in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 we describe the galaxy photometric data that was collected from numerous public sources, as well as the reduction of targeted observations using the SNfactory SNIFS instrument. Derivation of galaxy stellar masses and specific star formation rates utilizes a complex custom stellar population synthesis technique whose description is deferred to Section 3. Longslit spectroscopic data from numerous sources are described in Section 2.3, along with the derivation of gas-phase metallicities and Hα-based star formation rates.
Supernova Sample
The SNe Ia whose hosts are analyzed here were observed as part of the ongoing science operations for the Nearby Supernova Factory (SNfactory - Aldering et al. 2002) . The SNfactory was designed to observe several hundred SNe Ia in the nearby smooth Hubble flow (0.03 < z < 0.08) with the goals of achieving a deeper physical understanding of SNe Ia, building better SN Ia templates for cosmological applications, and anchoring the low-redshift Hubble Diagram. We briefly summarize the details of these operations.
From 2005 to 2008, the SNfactory conducted a widefield search of the northern and equatorial sky using the QUEST-II CCD camera (Baltay et al. 2007 ) on the Samuel Oschin 1.2m Schmidt telescope on Mount Palomar, California, partly in collaboration with the JPL Near-Earth Asteroid Tracking (NEAT) component of the Palomar-QUEST consortium. Typical search images consisted of 60 s exposure with an RG610 filter, with each field revisited multiple times in order to detect asteroids (which we reject). The SNfactory search covered an average unique area of 600 deg 2 per night and covered nearly half the sky (≈20,000 deg 2 ) each year. In 28 months of searching, the SNfactory discovered over 1000 supernovae of all types, and spectroscopically confirmed over 600 of those.
Spectroscopic typing of search candidates and followup observations of SNe Ia were obtained with the SuperNova Integral Field Spectrograph (SNIFS - Aldering et al. 2002; Lantz et al. 2004) , mounted continuously on the University of Hawaii 2.2-m telescope on Mauna Kea. In addition to its spectroscopic capabilities, SNIFS has an imaging channel which was used to obtain broadband photometry of some SN Ia host galaxies in our sample (see Section 2.2.1).
A total of 400 supernovae discovered with the SNfactory search were spectroscopically confirmed to be SNe Ia, and those SNe Ia discovered before B-band maximum light (as estimated by spectroscopic typing) were followed up extensively with SNIFS. In addition to those SNe Ia discovered by SNfactory, some SNe Ia discovered by other searches were followed with SNIFS, especially during times when search operations were impacted by weather or fires on Mount Palomar. This work analyzes all SNe Ia discovered or followed by SNfactory, a total of 469 SNe Ia observed from 2004-2010. Of these SNe Ia, a total of 216 were extensively followed with SNIFS, with 185 of those being discovered by the SNfactory search.
In Table 1 we present the location of the SN Ia host galaxy as determined from the g-band host image (see Section 2.2.2), the redshift measured from the host spectrum (see Section 2.3.2) for all SNe Ia in our sample, and the discovery source for SNe Ia not discovered by SNfactory. Most of the SNe in our sample which were not discovered by SNfactory were discovered by amateur astronomers, the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF Rau et al. 2009 ), the Lick Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS Filippenko et al. 2001) , or the ROTSE supernova search (Akerlof et al. 2003; Quimby 2006; Yuan 2010) .
A total of 40 SNe in our sample have been presented in other SN Ia samples. 27 of our sample were also part of the CfA SN Ia sample (Hicken et al. 2009 (Hicken et al. , 2012 , 24 were observed by the Carnegie Supernova Project (CSP - Contreras et al. 2010; Stritzinger et al. 2011) , 21 were observed by LOSS (Ganeshalingam et al. 2010) , and 1 (SN 2005hc) was part of the Gupta et al. (2011) sample. Host galaxy masses were previously derived for 1 (SN 2006X) SN Ia host by Neill et al. (2009) , but we did not derive a host mass for this galaxy due to shredding in photometric source extraction. 14 of our SN Ia hosts have masses derived by Kelly et al. (2010) , and we found our values (see Section 3) had good agreement with theirs, having a mean offset of 0.04 dex in stellar mass.
Host Galaxy Photometric Data
Photometric data for SNfactory SN Ia host galaxies was gathered from public sources as well as our own targeted observations. Optical photometry was collected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) Eighth Data Release (DR8, Aihara et al. 2011) . NIR images from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 2006) were obtained at the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive (IRSA 16 ), and for select hosts NIR data were available from the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS, Lawrence et al. 2007) . UV data taken with the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX, Morrissey et al. 2007 ) satellite were obtained from the GALEX online data archive at MAST 17 . The public photometric coverage of our hosts was very good. 344 of the 469 hosts (73%) fell within the SDSS photometric footprint, all 469 hosts had 2MASS imaging data, 58 (12%) hosts had UKIDSS data, and 408 (87%) have GALEX AIS (All-Sky Imaging Survey -a shallow imaging survey) images. Additionally, 102 (22%) of our hosts have deeper GALEX imaging, mostly from the MIS (Medium Imaging Survey).
The typical photometric depth for these surveys (for this work, this limit is effectively where the flux errors reach 5-10% for point sources) are 20th magnitude for SDSS, 17th magnitude for 2MASS, 20th magnitude for UKIDSS, 19th magnitude for GALEX AIS, and 21st magnitude for GALEX MIS. After these cuts, the total number of hosts with data from each survey is 323 (69%) from SDSS, 394 (84%) from GALEX, 272 (58%) from 2MASS, and 49 (10%) from UKIDSS.
For those hosts without optical photometry from SDSS, we used SNIFS in imaging mode to obtain optical images of the host after the SN had faded (at least one year later). SNIFS was also used to obtain deeper photometry for those faint hosts whose SDSS images were not deep enough (typically for m g > 19.0). A total of 283 hosts (60% of the total sample of 469 hosts) have SNIFS photometry. For 10 hosts, g-band photometry was obtained with Keck LRIS prior to spectroscopic observations (see Section 2.3) of the hosts, and was later zero-pointed to either SDSS or SNIFS photometry.
Below we describe our reduction of the SNIFS photometry and our method of combining multi-band imaging data to obtain accurate common aperture photometry. Our means of deriving galaxy stellar masses and star formation rates from photometry is described in Section 3. A mosaic image of several SNfactory host galaxies is shown in Figure 1 , utilizing both SDSS and SNIFS optical data and spanning a large range (4 orders of magnitude) of stellar masses.
SNIFS Photometry
For those hosts without publicly available optical photometry from SDSS, or those faint hosts for which the photometric depth of SDSS was insufficient, we obtained optical photometry using SNIFS in imaging mode. The photometric imager ("P-channel") on SNIFS consists of two 2k×4k E2V CCDs, with one "guider" chip undergoing fast continuous windowed readout to perform guiding during observations, and the other "science" chip dedicated to photometry. In normal SNIFS SN Ia observation mode, the P-channel uses our custom "multi-filter," which observes field stars on the science chip segmented into multiple filters spanning a broad wavelength range, in order to estimate atmospheric extinction. The SNIFS Figure 1 . A subsample of the SNfactory host galaxies, presented in gri color composites constructed using STIFF (Bertin 2012) . Galaxies are order by stellar mass from highest (upper left) to lowest (lower right).
P-channel is also equipped with a variety of broadband filters covering the full science chip, including the standard Gunn ugriz filters employed by SDSS. Because the SNIFS P-channel CCDs are different from those on the SDSS imager, the effective SNIFS filter throughputs vary slightly from those of SDSS. We show in Figure 2 the fiducial SNIFS filter throughputs derived from the throughput of all the optical components involved and our Mauna Kea extinction curve (Buton et al. 2013) compared to the SDSS filter throughputs. SNIFS images were processed in IRAF 18 using stan-18 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Obdard techniques. Overscan subtraction was performed for both amplifiers on the science chip, and data from each amp scaled by its gain. Images were trimmed to remove vignetting by the filter casing, then divided by normalized flatfield dome images to remove pixel variations in detector efficiency. For the reddest filters (iand z-band), fringe patterns were removed by scaling a master fringe frame to the fringing measured in sky pixels for each science image. Master fringe frames were servatory which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation. constructed from numerous long exposures, and identification of sky pixels and fringe scaling were performed using custom software. Cosmic rays were then removed using LA Cosmic (van Dokkum 2001). Astrometric solutions for all images were derived using WCSTools (Mink 2006) , then refined using SCAMP (Bertin 2006 ) matching to 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) astrometry. Images from fields with multiple exposures were combined with SWARP (Bertin et al. 2002 ) using median addition. For the purpose of deriving photometric zeropoints and host galaxy photometry (see Section 2.2.2), fluxes for all objects in each image were measured with SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) using the FLUX AUTO parameter. The observing priorities for the SNIFS host photometry program were to obtain g-band and i-band photometry of all our hosts. The optical g − i color is a very good color for determining galaxy mass-to-light ratios (Gallazzi & Bell 2009 ) and thus serves as a minimal filter set for obtaining accurate galaxy masses. Many observations were taken between the Seventh Data Release (DR7, Abazajian et al. 2009 ) and Eighth Data Release (DR8, Aihara et al. 2011 ) of SDSS, which added a significant area to the SDSS imaging footprint. Thus we have a large number of fields in the SDSS footprint observed by SNIFS, especially in g and i, and with many of those observed on photometric nights when photometric calibration solutions were derived. This enables both the study of SNIFS-SDSS color terms as well as an independent measurement of the accuracy of our photometric calibrations, and we describe these two studies below.
Photometric zeropoints for SNIFS imaging in the SDSS footprint were obtained by matching photometric measurements of field stars from each SNIFS science image to their values in the SDSS DR8 catalog. Formal zeropoints and their uncertainties were derived as the weighted mean (weighted by photometric error) of the zeropoints for individual field stars after the exclusion of severe outliers. In Table 2 we summarize the total number of SDSS fields visited with SNIFS in each band N f ields , the mean of the zeropoint uncertainties σ ZP for all SNIFS fields zeropointed with SDSS in that filter, and the total number of stars matched over all fields N stars . Most of our zeropoints are derived from ≈ 30 field stars per image and have a precision of 0.01-0.02 mag.
As stated above, the filter throughputs from SNIFS differ slightly from those of SDSS, so we might expect small but nonzero color terms between the two filter sets. We can measure these from the same field stars used for zeropointing SNIFS photometry in the SDSS footprint. To do so, we compare the residual magnitude offsets (after application of the fitted zeropoint) of these field stars as a function of their color as measured by SDSS. We derive the weighted mean offsets in bins of color (typically 0.2 mag wide) and perform a minimization to derive the optimal color term and its uncertainty for each filter. These are summarized in Table 2 . As can be seen, the color terms are consistent with zero for all of the filters except i-band, which has a small but significant detection of a color term. This may be due to different strength of telluric absorption features at the SNIFS site (Mauna Kea) compared to the SDSS site (Apache Peak), or may be due to the slightly different red wavelength roll-off of the filter throughputs, as both of these effects may alter the shape of the filter throughput and drive a color term between SNIFS and SDSS. 
Photometric zeropoints for SNIFS fields outside the SDSS footprint were derived for each observing night in each filter using observations of standard stars spanning a large range of airmasses. Our standards were selected from the Smith et al. (2002) sample, placing our measurement on the standard ugriz system employed by SDSS. For each night (in each filter) we fit for a global zeropoint and an atmospheric extinction term, and our extinction terms were consistent with those predicted by the fiducial Mauna Kea extinction curve (Buton et al. 2013) . Typical dispersion of standard star magnitudes about the best fit calibration solution were about 0.02 mag in gri and 0.03 mag in u and z. New science images were assigned a zeropoint based on their airmass and exposure time as calculated with the fitted extinction solutions.
As stated above, a number of the fields for which we obtained new zeropoints were included in the subsequent SDSS data release, enabling us to derive external zeropoints to cross-check our calibration solutions. We compared the SNIFS-based zeropoints to those derived by matching to SDSS and found good agreement (mean zeropoint offsets less than about 0.005 mag) with a dispersion consistent with the dispersion seen in our calibration solutions (about 0.02-0.03 mag). Since the SDSS zeropoints are derived from a large number of field stars, they are ultimately more precise than those derived from SNIFS observations of a few standard stars. We thus use SDSS zeropoints in favor of SNIFS zeropoints where available. With the final processed SNIFS imaging and public data from SDSS, 2MASS, UKIDSS, and GALEX, we obtain magnitudes for our hosts in each band by performing common aperture photometry. We use the g-band image to select the host galaxy and define the galaxy aperture. For each SN, the location and elliptical apertures of nearby galaxies were measured with SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) and the separation of each galaxy from the SN location was calculated and then scaled to the effective galaxy radius projected along the SN-galaxy vector. The SN host was then nominally identified as the galaxy the least number of effective radii from the SN location. A spectroscopic redshift of the prime galaxy candidate was required to match the SN redshift as determined using SNID (Blondin & Tonry 2007) to within 1500 km s −1 . In nearly all instances the nearest host candidate was confirmed to be the host, though there were a few cases in which the nearest host candidate was a background high-redshift galaxy.
Final Host Galaxy Photometry
For some of the PTF targets from 2010, we will report preliminary host properties in Section 3 based on the SN redshift and the nominal host galaxy. Some SNe appear to be hostless, and these interesting cases will be a subject of future study.
After positive host identification, we measure the host flux in each band by first resampling the image from each filter to the resolution of the aperture image using SWARP and then running SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in dual image mode. We use the SExtractor FLUX AUTO output parameter, which measures the flux inside an elliptical Kron-like aperture. Sky background subtraction was performed using a large background mesh (1024 pixels, equivalent to about 4 arcmin). Star contamination of galaxy photometry was handled with SExtractor object deblending, which assigns pixels to overlapping objects based on where the flux of the star drops below a certain contrast threshold, which we chose to be the default fraction of 0.005. An example of our common aperture photometry method is shown in Figure 3 .
Galaxy magnitudes and their errors in each band were calculated using the zeropoints and noise characteristics for each image. We convert all magnitudes to the AB systems by applying Vega-AB offsets for 2MASS and UKIDSS magnitudes (Hewett et al. 2006) , and the ugriz offsets for SDSS as derived by Kessler et al. (2009) . GALEX zeropoints are already on the AB system. Observed magnitudes were then corrected for foreground Milky Way reddening using the dust maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) and the reddening law of Cardelli et al. (1989, hereafter CCM) .
For some images, such as GALEX UV images of elliptical hosts with no star-formation, the galaxy flux was below the image noise threshold. For these images we calculate an effective 3σ magnitude upper limit determined by the flux uncertainty measured in the galaxy aperture after accounting for Milky Way dust reddening. These upper limits, especially those from GALEX UV data, proved valuable in constraining the stellar population fits to photometry, as outlined in Section 3.4.
Finally, optical magnitudes were corrected for emission line fluxes using the fitted line profiles and stellar continuum measurements obtained from optical spectra (see Section 2.3) where available. These emission corrections were typically less than 0.01 mag in all bands except for r or i (depending on redshift) where the strongest emission line (Hα) was typically present. For the most strongly star-forming hosts in our sample, the emission corrections still were less than 0.05 mag.
To convert these galaxy photometric data into physical properties of the galaxies, one must invoke the art of stellar population synthesis (SPS). Because this is a rich and constantly evolving field, we devote the entirety of Section 3 to describing our chosen method of deriving galaxy stellar masses and SFRs.
Host Galaxy Spectroscopic Data
Galaxy spectroscopy is useful for gaining finer insight into the galaxy SED than can be gleaned from broadband photometry. In particular, absorption features in the stellar continuum of the galaxy SED can be compared to stellar evolution models to estimate stellar age and metallicity, while narrow emission lines from ionized HII regions surrounding young stars can yield both gasphase metallicity of the galaxy interstellar medium (ISM) as well as the current rate of star formation. Additionally, reddening in the galaxy ISM and near the ionized HII regions can be estimated from galaxy spectra. In this Section we describe both the SNfactory host galaxy spectroscopic data set as well as the extraction of galaxy physical parameters from these data.
SNfactory Host Spectroscopy Observations
Longslit spectra for our SN Ia host galaxies were obtained during numerous observing runs at multiple telescopes from 2007-2011. The instruments used were the Kast Double Spectrograph (Miller & Stone 1993 ) on the Shane 3-m telescope at Lick Observatory, the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS - Oke et al. 1995) on the Keck I 10-m telescope on Mauna Kea, the R-C Spectrograph on the Blanco 4-m telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory, the Goodman High Throughput Spectrograph (Clemens et al. 2004 ) on the Southern Astrophysical Research (SOAR) 4-m telescope on Cerro Pachon, and GMOS-S (Davies et al. 1997 ) on the Gemini-S 8-m telescope on Cerro Pachon. The instrument configurations, including wavelength coverage and effective resolution (FWHM), are presented in Table 3. Objects were generally aligned onto the slit using direct imaging techniques where available, or offset star alignment when direct imaging was not available. The slit position angle was generally chosen to correspond to the parallactic angle at the time of observation, though occasionally when the airmass was favorable (i.e. less than about 1.05) the slit was aligned along the galaxy-SN direction to enable future abundance gradient or rotation studies.
Longslit spectra were reduced in IRAF using standard techniques. After overscan subtraction, we subtracted bias frames from two-dimensional longslit data, removed cosmic rays using LA Cosmic (van Dokkum 2001), and flatfielded to remove pixel variations in detector efficiency. Two-dimensional wavelength solutions were derived from arc lamp exposures taken either at the same pointing as the object spectrum (for Shane, Blanco, and SOAR data) or using nightly arc lamp exposures (for Keck and Gemini-S data), with a one-dimensional shift applied by measuring atomic (OI) night sky lines in object spectra. Object spectra were reduced to one dimension using the IRAF function apall, with the galaxy aperture chosen by visual inspection to encompass as much of the galaxy core as was available above the sky noise. Nightly flux calibrations were derived from standard stars observed at appropriate ranges of airmass, with an atmospheric extinction solution derived for each observing night. Telluric absorption features were then removed using the nightly standard star spectra, accounting for appropriate dependence on airmass. Observer motion with respect to the heliocentric frame was then corrected, and finally spectra were dereddened to correct for Milky Way extinction using the dust maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) and the reddening law of Cardelli et al. (1989) .
Some hosts had spectra available from SDSS DR8 (Aihara et al. 2011). These spectra were downloaded and then converted to air wavelengths for consistency with reduction of our own observations. The total number of spectra from each source was 225 host spectra from Kast, 82 from SDSS, 29 from the R-C Spectrograph, 18 from LRIS, 13 from the Goodman HTS, and 7 from GMOS-S, for a total of 374 host spectra (81% of the sample with host photometry). In Table 4 we list the instrument, UTC date of observation, exposure time, slit PA, and mean airmass for each SN Ia host spectroscopic observation. For SDSS spectra, we list the plate-mjd-fiber combination of the spectroscopic observation in the observation date column.
We note here that our visual selection of spectrum extraction apertures may result in a different distribution of spectroscopic covering fraction as compared to other spectroscopic surveys such as SDSS. For example, the typical extraction aperture used for our Kast observations was 10 with a 2 -wide slit, whereas the SDSS spectroscopic fibers covered a 3 diameter circular aperture. For the metallicity and SFR comparisons undertaken in Sections 4 and 5, we are interested in how our aperture selections might affect the metallicity and SFR values measured from emission line fluxes in our host galaxy spectra.
Differences between galaxy metallicity or line emission measured with different apertures have been studied by a number of authors, e.g., Gómez et al. (2003) ; Kewley et al. (2005) ; Salim et al. (2007) ; Moustakas et al. (2010) ; Zahid et al. (2013) . These differences depend on covering fraction, but in different ways for different measurements. In particular, Hα flux can vary strongly with position due to HII regions, thus affecting Hα-based SFR and equivalent width (EW) measurements, while metallicities will vary less strongly with position, e.g. primarily due to radial gradients. For instance Gerssen et al. (2012) find that SDSS near-core Hα emission has a poor correlation with global Hα for captured-light fractions below 40%. Kewley et al. (2005) find that for slit spectroscopy a captured-light fraction greater than ∼20% is adequate to achieve agreement between global and slit metallicities.
For a more quantitative estimate of the effect that galaxy metallicity gradients and aperture choice may have on our results, we turn to the recent study by Sánchez et al. (2012) . They found that metallicity gradients in spiral galaxies are very consistent across all spiral galaxy sub-types when scaled by the effective radius (r e ) of the galaxy, with mean and scatter of −0.12 ± 0.11 dex/r e . Our apertures cover typically one scale radius, so the light-weighted metallicity for an exponential disk would be only 0.03 ± 0.03 dex lower than the at-core metallicity. Since our metallicities are measured from emission lines rather than starlight, the light profile of the emission provides a more accurate result. Koopmann et al. (2006) found the Hα scale radius to be 1.14× the stellar scale radius on average. This implies that our emission-weighted metallicities would be only 0.04 ± 0.04 dex lower than the core metallicities. Even if integrated to infinite radius, our metallicities would be only 0.08 ± 0.08 dex lower than core for a emissionweighted extraction of an exponential disk. These potential offsets are well below the systematic uncertainties on the metallicity methods themselves and thus are unlikely to influence our results. This notion is supported by the fact that our hosts show such excellent agreement with the galaxy mass-metallicity relation (Section 4).
Redshifts and Emission Line Fluxes
SN Ia host galaxy redshifts, metallicities, Hα starformation rates, and internal reddening were calculated using emission line fluxes from the host galaxy spectra. Accurate measurement of emission line fluxes in starforming galaxies requires proper accounting for stellar absorption. To this end we fit the emission line fluxes and stellar background in each host spectrum simultaneously using a modified version of the IDL routine linebackfit from the idlspec2d 19 package developed by the SDSS team at Princeton. This routine allows the user to provide a list of template spectra which are then fitted to the data in linear combination with Gaussian emission line profiles. We have modified this code to force the coefficients multiplying the stellar continuum templates to be non-negative and to fit for reddening of the stellar continuum (using a CCM law with R V = 3.1 fixed and E(B − V ) as a fit parameter). Additionally, we have incorporated the ability to fit for a scaling factor between the blue and red channels of two-arm spectrograph data. For background templates we chose a set of simple stellar populations (SSPs) from the stellar population synthesis code GALAXEV (Bruzual & Charlot 2003, BC03 ) with a Chabrier (2003) IMF and the same age sampling used for background fitting by Tremonti et al. (2004) , which ultimately consists of ten SSPs for each metallicity track. These templates are convolved to the resolution of the particular spectrograph whose data we fit. We note that the use of Salpeter (1955) IMF templates results in negligible differences to the fitted emission line fluxes, and metallicity difference smaller than our typically quoted precision of 0.01 dex. An example fit to spectroscopic data is shown in Figure 4 . Use of the continuum model naturally accounts for the effect of Balmer absorption. Given our typically low spectral resolution (e.g. 400 km s −1 at Hα and 200 km s −1 at Hβ for Kast), we did not fit for a velocity dispersion for the stellar continuum in each SN Ia host galaxy spectrum since our templates were already broadened by the spectral resolution. This is adequate for nearly all host galaxy and instrument combinations, where the expected galaxy velocity dispersion (based on σ v ∝ M 1/4 ) is either below the spectrograph resolution or Hα is strong enough that stellar absorption corrections are very small relative to the emission strength. For example, we re-fit the Kast spectrum of the strongly star-forming (EW (Hα) = 75Å) host of SNF20050826-004 with stellar templates broadened by 400 km s −1 , and found the Hα flux changed by less than 2%. There may be some massive ellipticals with weak emission (e.g. log(M * /M ) > 11 and EW (Hα) < 5Å) for which velocity dispersion could be important, but these cases typically have emission dominated by AGN activity and ultimately do not produce a gas-phase metallicity.
To ensure that our modifications of the code are not producing anomalous results, we compared our fitted emission line fluxes to those derived by the MPA-JHU team for those hosts whose spectra were obtained from SDSS. In Figure 5 , we plot these values and show that our results are very consistent with those derived by these authors. Thus we believe our emission line flux estimates, including the resultant corrections for continuum absorption, are accurate.
The only minor discrepancy may be in the flux of the Hβ line. Our emission line fits use the BC03 models, whereas the MPA-JHU values for DR7 use the updated (unpublished) Charlot & Bruzual 2008 models. The BC03 models have been previously shown to underestimate the strength of the Hβ emission line (Groves et al. 2012 ) in a comparison between the DR7 and DR4 fits (which used the BC03 models) due to inaccurate fitting of the Hβ absorption profile. This issue could affect estimates of the galaxy reddening and thus bias metallicity measurements. For example, an underestimate of the Hβ line would over-estimate the reddening, which would result in an over-estimate of the OII λ3727 flux, which in the R 23 metric would produce an over-estimate of the metallicity. However, we use a reddening-insensitive metallicity indicator (PP04 N 2 -see Section 2.3.3) in all but the lowest metallicity SN Ia hosts. The Hβ bias (of order a fewÅ in equivalent width) is strongest in galaxies with weak emission, and our low-metallicity hosts are all very strongly star-forming (EW(Hβ)∼50Å) and thus likely to be only marginally affected by this problem.
Redshifts for SNfactory host galaxies with strong emission lines were derived as the weighted (by measurement uncertainties) mean of individual emission line redshifts fitted from host spectra. Redshift errors were similarly calculated from the measurement uncertainties on the individual line redshifts. This method is the same as that used by SDSS for final redshifts reported in their online . An example of our fits to galaxy spectroscopy, here for the host of SNF20070331-013 which was observed with LRIS on Keck.
The blue curve is the data, the green is the stellar continuum fit, and the red is the fitted emission line profiles. In the lower panel we show a zoomed-in view of each of the fitted lines, along with the residual difference (magenta curve) between the data and fitted model of the stellar continuum plus emission lines. database. For hosts with very weak or no emission lines, redshifts were calculated with a cross-correlation technique using the methods presented by Tonry & Davis (1979) . We correlated the best fit stellar continuum spectrum against the observed host spectrum after subtraction of the fitted emission line fluxes. Typical redshift errors for these two methods are of the order σ z ∼ 0.0001, and tend to be limited by the precision of the spectroscopic wavelength solution.
In order to derive gas-phase metallicities (Section 2.3.3) or Hα-based star-formation rates (Section 2.3.4), we will invoke empirical formulae derived under the assumption that nebular emission is excited by ionizing flux from young stars. To do so we must first excise those galaxies whose emission line fluxes are contaminated by AGN activity using the emission line diagnostic diagram of Baldwin et al. (1981, hereafter BPT) . In Figure 6 , we plot the distribution of SNfactory emission line host galaxies on the BPT diagram as compared to the distribution of galaxies from SDSS, with the boundaries defined by Kewley et al. (2006) to distinguish normal star-forming galaxies from AGNs and composite galaxies. Of the 374 host galaxies with spectra, 315 had good detections of all four lines used in this BPT diagram. Of those, 215 had emission line fluxes consistent with ionization by young stars, 50 had line fluxes indicating AGN ionization, and 50 had line flux ratios in the composite region of the diagram. This high AGN fraction is likely a product of our spectra being dominated by light from the galaxy core where AGN activity is strongest.
Finally, for those hosts whose emission was consistent with star-formation, emission line fluxes were corrected for internal reddening within the host galaxy by employing the Balmer decrement method. In an HII region ionized by young stars, the ratio of emission line flux in the Hα line to that in the Hβ line is fixed by atomic physics. For typical HII regions whose temperatures are around 10,000 K, this ratio is calculated to be F (Hα)/F (Hβ) = 2.87 under Case B recombination (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006) , and is known as the Balmer decrement. Reddening by dust causes the observed value of this flux ratio to exceed its canonical value, and one can calculate the amount of reddening by assuming a reddening law such as that of Cardelli et al. (1989) . For our SN Ia host galaxies, final emission line fluxes used for . SN Ia hosts from SNfactory in the BPT diagram. The diffuse grey background represents SDSS galaxies whose emission line fluxes were measured by the MPA-JHU team. Galaxies above the solid red line are classified as "AGN" galaxies, those below the dashed blue line are "star-forming" galaxies free of AGN contamination, and those galaxies between the two lines are classified as "composite" galaxies.
calculations of gas-phase metallicity and star-formation rate (from Hα) have been corrected for the internal reddening calculated using this method.
Host Gas Phase Metallicities
Translating emission line fluxes into a gas-phase metallicity depends on the choice of metallicity calibration, as thoroughly detailed by Kewley & Ellison (2008) . Different calibrations are known to disagree by as much as ∼ 0.5 dex, which makes it difficult to place metallicity measurements on a common absolute scale. Additionally, there is no single metallicity metric that is ideal across the entire range of metallicity probed by our sample. For example, metrics that rely on the NII λ6584 line, such as Kewley & Dopita (2002) and Pettini & Pagel (2004) methods, have high signal-to-noise at high metallicity and are monotonic, but at low metallicities this line becomes very weak and produces large errors in metallicity measurements. The well-known R23 metric (e.g. McGaugh 1991; Zaritsky et al. 1994; Kobulnicky & Kewley 2004 ) is double-valued with metallicity, and is shallow-sloped (in terms of R23 versus metallicity) at low metallicity (i.e. flux errors propagate into larger metallicity errors). At low metallicities, the preferred metallicity calibration is the T e (OIII) method (Aller 1984) , which relies on the auroral λ4363 oxygen line. This method is considered the most reliable, but relies on a very weak emission line and does not consistently agree with the empirical strong-line methods.
Thus it is challenging to find a consistent metallicity calibration that has high sensitivity over the full observed range of galaxy gas-phase metallicities. Additionally, the lack of consistency of absolute metallicity scales between various calibrations makes it difficult to compare reported metallicity values from numerous authors. In order to utilize the strongest available lines and place our measurements on a well-known common scale, we employ different calibrations at different scales and then place all our metallicities on the common Tremonti et al.
(2004, hereafter T04) scale using the conversion formulae presented in Kewley & Ellison (2008) .
For galaxies with log(NII/Hα) > −1.3 (i.e. "high" metallicity galaxies), we use the "N2" method of Pettini & Pagel (2004) , as the NII/Hα ratio is a sensitive metallicity indicator in this range and has relatively low sensitivity to reddening due to its short wavelength baseline. For very low metallicity galaxies with log(NII/Hα) < −1.3, we use the "R23" method of Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004) as updated by (Kewley & Ellison 2008) , as this method depends on the relatively strong oxygen lines and also fits iteratively for the ionization parameter. Although the R23 metric is doubly valued with metallicity, the choice of our log(NII/Hα) cut places these galaxies firmly on the low-metallicity "branch." Metallicities calculated from these original methods are finally converted to the T04 scale using the conversion formulae of Kewley & Ellison (2008) . It is worth noting that the dispersion in these conversion formulae is comparable to the systematic uncertainty in the metallicity calibrations themselves. Thus unless otherwise noted, all metallicities reported here are on the T04 scale after application of the above described conversion. We report the metallicity method and final T04 metallicity for all our SN Ia hosts in Table 5 , along with the BPT classification of our host galaxies, and the reddening value calculated from the Balmer decrement method.
Host Star-Formation Rates from Hα Flux
The flux in the Hα line is often used to calculate the current star-formation rate (SFR) in galaxies. We calculate Hα-based SFRs for our star-forming (i.e. non-AGN) hosts using the following method. We first measure the Hα flux from the spectrum, then correct it for reddening using the Balmer decrement as described above. To determine the total amount of Hα flux corrected for spectroscopic slit-loss, we calculate a synthetic i-band magnitude from our galaxy spectrum and compare it to the observed i-band magnitude to calculate a scaling factor. From this total observed galaxy Hα flux, we calculate the total rest-frame Hα luminosity using the distance modulus at the galaxy's redshift calculated with the code of Wright (2006) . Finally we convert this Hα luminosity to a SFR using the formula of Kennicutt (1998) then multiply by 0.7 to convert the Kennicutt formula from a Salpeter (1955) IMF to our Chabrier (2003) IMF . We can compare these Hα-based SFRs to those calculated from photometry using our SPS methods (see Section 3), and plot this comparison in Figure 7 . In the same figure, we plot the SFRs for SDSS galaxies calculated from Hα flux measured by the MPA-JHU team coupled to the same Kennicutt (1998) formula against SFRs calculated by that group from broadband galaxy photometry (Brinchmann et al. 2004) . As can readily be seen, the relation between spectroscopic Hα SFRs and photometric SFRs is very tight for SDSS, with a dispersion about the unity line of 0.22 dex. For SNfactory hosts the agreement is also good but with an increased scatter of 0.66 dex which is larger than the typical measurement error of 0.23 dex for the Hα-based SFR values. The smaller scatter in the SDSS data is likely due to the fact that the MPA-JHU SFR values are the sum of the Hα-based SFR for galaxy flux in the SDSS spectroscopic fiber and a color-based SFR estimate for galaxy flux out- side the fiber trained on fiber colors and Hα fluxes for the full spectroscopic sample. A more detailed discussion of these effects will be given in Section 5. We note that the SFRs of the SNfactory sample extend much lower than the nominal SDSS sample plotted here, due to the greater representation of low mass galaxies in the SNfactory host sample.
3. HOST GALAXY MASSES AND STAR-FORMATION RATES FROM PHOTOMETRY Calculation of a galaxy's stellar mass and star formation rate from its photometry requires the use of stellar population synthesis (SPS) techniques. The core principle of this technique involves using model stellar population spectral energy distributions (SEDs) to predict the flux in various photometric filters, then comparing these model predictions to observations. SPS techniques typically combine model SEDs for stars of a single age with masses distributed according to some initial mass function (IMF), thereby deriving the SED for what is known as a simple stellar population (SSP) of uniform age and metallicity. Full galaxy SEDs are calculated by preparing a model star-formation history (SFH) and convolving the SSP SEDs with the relative weights prescribed by the galaxy SFH.
The field of galaxy stellar population synthesis is a rich and constantly evolving field. The best SPS models require stellar evolutionary tracks as well as observed (and/or modeled) stellar SEDs spanning the full parameter space of stellar properties. While most SPS techniques give qualitatively similar results, it is important to understand and track the differences between SPS techniques employed by different authors. Perhaps the two most popular sets of models in the past decade have been GALAXEV (Bruzual & Charlot 2003, hereafter BC03) and PEGASE (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997) . Most of the major analyses of the SDSS galaxy sample employed the BC03 models (Kauffmann et al. 2003; Brinchmann et al. 2004; Tremonti et al. 2004; Salim et al. 2007 ). Many SN Ia host galaxy studies from recent years (Sullivan et al. 2006; Howell et al. 2009; Neill et al. 2009; Kelly et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2010; Lampeitl et al. 2010 ) have made use of PEGASE, but fortunately the different SPS models give consistent results when scaled appropriately (see, e.g., Kelly et al. 2010 ). These particular SN Ia host studies employed the code ZPEG (Le Borgne & RoccaVolmerange 2002), which matches observed photometry to PEGASE models for a set of galaxy evolutionary scenarios input by the user [though Gupta et al. (2011) use the Flexible SPS code of Conroy & Gunn (2010) and a probabilistic galaxy parameter estimation approach in some ways similar to ours]. Though designed primarily as a tool for deriving photometric galaxy redshifts, ZPEG inherently derives galaxy masses and star-formation rates by choosing a best model SED and scaling it to the observed galaxy photometry.
For our purposes we desire not only an accurate estimate of our host galaxy properties (stellar mass, SFR, reddening) but also a proper estimation of how well the data constrain those properties (i.e. their uncertainties). This requires that we calculate not only how well a single model galaxy SED is fitted by our observed photometry, but also what range of models can fit our data and what this implies for the allowable range of galaxy properties. This inherently requires that we employ a Bayesian approach, which we will describe in detail in the following section.
Bayesian Stellar Population Synthesis of SN Ia
Host Galaxy Photometry Deriving the physical properties of a galaxy from broadband photometry is a challenging task. Galaxies are composed of billions of stars of various masses and ages, embedded within some nontrivial geometric distribution of gas and dust. A small discrete set of observable quantities, namely broadband photometry, give insufficient degrees of freedom to independently constrain the full stellar population and dust distribution within a galaxy. Instead we must establish some reasonable prior constraint on how the ages of stars within that galaxy are likely to be distributed by positing the functional form of the galaxy star-formation history (along with a similar prior on dust), as well as the mass distribution produced by each generation of stars (the IMF). With this SFH prior and a chosen IMF we then use the observational data for a particular galaxy to infer the most likely starformation history as well as its uncertainty. In practice, we implement this Bayesian inference technique by using SFH and dust priors to produce a large sample of Monte-Carlo generated SFHs, which then define model SEDs when coupled to the SPS models of BC03. We then constrain three key properties of our observed galaxiesmass-to-light ratio, specific star-formation rate (sSFR), and dust reddening -by summing over the values of those properties for each model galaxy, weighting by how well the model photometry matches the observed photometry.
Our method is inspired by, and closely resembles, the methodology employed by Kauffmann et al. (2003); Gallazzi et al. (2005) ; Salim et al. (2007) ; Gallazzi & Bell (2009) . We randomly generate 150,000 model galaxy SFHs as follows. Model galaxy SFHs consist of an exponentially declining star-formation rate (SFR ∝ exp(−γt)) with the decay constant (γ) distributed uniformly between 0 and 1 Gyr −1 and star-formation beginning at a time t form distributed uniformly between 1.5 and 13.5 Gyr in the past. In addition to the exponential continuous star-formation component, each SFH is augmented with random bursts of star formation whose durations are distributed uniformly in the range 30 Myr≤ t burst ≤300 Myr, with mass distributed logarithmically between 0.3 and 4.0 times the total mass formed in the continuous SF component. These bursts of star formation occur with a random likelihood of occurrence such that 50% of model galaxies have experienced a burst of SF in the past 2 Gyr. Each model galaxy is assigned a single metallicity (i.e. no chemical evolution is modeled), with all model metallicities distributed uniformly between 0.2 ≤ Z/Z ≤ 2.5 and as a smoothly decaying function (∝ log(Z) 1/3 ) in the range 0.02 ≤ Z/Z ≤ 0.2 (in order to not over-represent low metallicity galaxies). All model galaxy parameters were generated randomly, and final model galaxy spectra were constructed from the BC03 simple stellar population (SSP) spectra using the Chabrier (2003) IMF and the Padova 1994 evolutionary tracks.
Each model spectrum was reddened to simulate dust in the galaxy using the Charlot & Fall (2000) reddening law with reddening E(B − V ) drawn from an empirical distribution. This empirical distribution was derived from Balmer decrement (e.g. Osterbrock & Ferland 2006) measurements of star-forming galaxies in the SDSS spectroscopic sample in the redshift range 0.04 < z < 0.10 as calculated from the emission line fluxes measured by the MPA-JHU team. For galaxies with Balmer decrement equal to or below the canonical value a reddening value of E(B − V ) = 0 was imposed to forbid non-physical negative reddening. This distribution effectively acts as a prior on the expected amount of reddening in normal galaxies, and is conceptually similar to the one employed by Salim et al. (2007) .
We also inspected the use of an effectively flat prior on reddening by allowing each model to be fitted for an optimal reddening to match observed photometry values. Doing so we found that very blue galaxies with large observational error bars were frequently fitted with nonphysical negative reddening applied to the oldest model SFHs. Similarly for red galaxies, each template was fitted with a large amount of reddening so that the reddening (and sSFR) estimates were skewed to a distribution driven by the difference between the model galaxy color distribution and the observed galaxy color. Thus we believe this empirical reddening prior is justified in order to obtain realistic estimates of reddening in our SN Ia host galaxies.
Galaxy stellar mass, SFR, and reddening were computed for each SN Ia host galaxy as follows. Fluxes for our models were synthesized from their SEDs using the filter throughputs for GALEX, SDSS, and 2MASS at several steps in redshift (0 < z < 0.2 in steps of ∆z = 0.005), then adjusted according to their assigned reddening. For each SN Ia host, we calculate the fluxes of each model SED at the host redshift by interpolating the fluxes computed at the two nearest redshift steps (we note that our choice of fine redshift step resulted in negligible interpolation error of ≤ 0.005 mag). Each model i was then fitted for a simple scaling factor A i to minimize the χ 2 of its fluxes F λ,i matching to the observed photometry F λ,obs
We note here that photometric errors σ λ,obs for SN Ia host galaxies were padded to ensure physically meaningful χ 2 values, as we will justify in detail in Section 3.3. An example of this fitting procedure is shown in Figure 8 .
Each SN Ia host galaxy property (mass-to-light ratio, sSFR, reddening) and its uncertainty was then calculated from the probability distribution function (PDF) constructed as the χ 2 weighted sum of that property across all SPS models:
where the three properties calculated are mass-to-light ratio, sSFR, and reddening. In practice we use the χ 2 weights for each model to calculate the weighted cumulative probability distribution for each quantity, then from this calculate median and ±1σ values for the desired quantity. Galaxy masses were computed using the observed g-band absolute magnitude, corrected for the amount of dimming A g corresponding to the fitted reddening E(B − V ), and the mass-to-light ratio (M * /L) and its error as calculated from the M * /L PDF. Model specific SFR (sSFR ≡ the SFR per unit mass) values were calculated as the average over the last 0.5 Gyr for each model, and the host galaxy fitted sSFR was calculated from the sSFR PDF. Similarly, the best fit extinction E(B − V ) Figure 8 .
Example SPS photometry fit for the host of SNF20070506-006 using three filter subsets:
(top) all UV/optical/NIR filters, (middle) optical only, and (bottom) only the g and i filters. In each panel, the observed photometry points are the large green circles, while the purple triangles are the photometry points for the single best fitting model SED. The 30 best fitting SEDs are shown, color coded so that purple colors indicate stronger matches while red colors indicate poorer matches.
for each host was calculated from the PDF constructed from the input model extinction values.
We explored the possibility of using i-band mass-tolight ratios instead of g-band, since this band has formally smaller scatter in mass-to-light ratio (see e.g. Gallazzi & Bell 2009). We found that for our faintest host galaxies i-band yielded a much larger mass error due to the blue colors of these galaxies and increased sky brightness in i-band yielding a larger photometric error than g-band. For consistency then we chose to use g-band for mass estimates for all our SN Ia host galaxies. We found that the host galaxy mass values derived from i-band were consistent with our nominal g-band mass-to-light ratio values, but with larger uncertainties.
In Table 6 we present the fitted mass, sSFR and host reddening E(B − V ) fitted for our SNfactory hosts using our SPS methods. In Figure 8 we plot a representative example fit to photometry for one of our SNfactory host galaxies, along with photometry fits using reduced sets of filters. The ability of our photometry to constrain host galaxy physical parameters was highly dependent on the filter sets used, with significant improvement on the sSFR and extinction measurements when GALEX data was included. We discuss the implications of these effects in the following section.
The Effect of Uneven Photometric Coverage
Because our host galaxies do not all have the same set of photometric filters, it is vital to ensure that this uneven coverage does not bias our results. To this end, we tested how well our method was able to recover the input model physical parameters when restricted to photometric matching with a reduced set of filters. Because a few of our SN Ia hosts were not imaged by GALEX (generally due to proximity to bright stars) or were too faint to have significant detections in GALEX or 2MASS, we choose to examine the effect of having only optical ugriz photometry on galaxy parameter recovery. Similarly, since our SNIFS observations of faint hosts specifically target g and i band photometry, we also examined how well galaxy properties could be recovered with only this single color.
We selected a random sample of 1000 model galaxies and perturbed their tabulated magnitudes by values distributed normally about zero with a dispersion equal to the systematic error values used to pad our observational photometric data (see Section 3.3). We then applied our Bayesian parameter recovery test (excluding each test model from the set of models used in the comparison) using different subsets of filters: (i) all available filters, (ii) optical filters only (no UV/NIR), and (iii) g-and i-band only. We show in Figure 9 the comparison of the recovered mass-to-light ratio, sSFR, and reddening values as a function of their input values for each filter subset. A representative example of the effects of reduced filter sets is also shown for real data in Figure 8 . A summary of the mean offset (bias) and RMS (dispersion) about the correct input values for each parameter for each filter subset is presented in Table 7 .
Several important trends are evident in the results of this analysis. First, galaxy mass-to-light ratios are recovered with very little bias ( 0.02 dex) regardless of the filter set used. This result illustrates the fact that galaxy mass-to-light ratios are strongly correlated with color, which is set primarily by the mean stellar age of the galaxy and only to higher order by the subtleties of the galaxy's star-formation history. Furthermore, the colorluminosity change due to foreground extinction is only slightly dissimilar to the color-luminosity change that accompanies aging in stellar populations. This degeneracy is troublesome for accurately estimating the extinction and sSFR of a galaxy, but is fortuitous in the recovery of mass-to-light ratios from color. Naturally the dispersion in mass-to-light ratio recovery increases as the number of filters decrease. Table 7 shows this increase, from 0.10 dex for the full UVOIR filter set, to 0.18 dex for optical only, to 0.27 dex for gi only. These dispersions are satisfyingly small compared to both the range of mass-tolight ratios probed by our models (∼1.3 dex) and the full range of galaxies masses (∼5 dex) probed by our SN Ia host galaxy sample.
The second major result for this analysis is that the lack of UV data can severely bias estimates of galaxy star-formation intensities (sSFRs) and extinction from dust. This effect is particularly acute for galaxies with low star-formation intensity (i.e. sSFR ≤ −10.5), where Figure 9 . Model parameter recovery efficiency for a sample of 1000 model galaxies using different subsets of photometric filters. The top row shows the recovery of model mass-to-light ratios, specific star formation rates, and reddening by dust when using all filters from the UV to NIR. The middle row shows the same results using only optical filters (ugriz), while the bottom row shows the recovery efficiency for only two optical filters (g and i). Mass-to-light ratios M/L are in solar units, sSFR values are log(yr −1 ), and extinction values E(B − V ) are in magnitudes. Parameter recovery efficiencies are summarized in Table 7 .
the degeneracies between stellar age and extinction become difficult to disentangle. A galaxy with intermediate star-formation intensity and modest reddening (e.g. sSFR ∼ −11 and E(B − V ) ∼ 0.5 mag) has remarkably similar optical colors to an unreddened older stellar population. Thus galaxies in this sSFR range tend to have both their sSFR and extinction levels underestimated. However, galaxies with strong star-formation (sSFR ≥ −10.5) generally have successfully recovered sSFRs and extinction, due to the fact that their blue colors cannot be mimicked by anything other than young stars. As a final remark, we reiterate that these tests were done using members of a galaxy model library whose parent distribution by construction was the same as the model whose properties were being measured. Specifically, the reddening for each model was drawn from the same prior distribution it was fitted against, and with the same extinction law used as input to the model library. Also the simulated measurement errors were distributed exactly according to the values used as systematic errors in our model parameter fits. Thus the results here represent the best case scenario in which we fully understand the underlying distribution of galaxy SFHs, the reddening law of the observed galaxies, the distribution of extinction values of those galaxies, and the systematic uncertainties of our photometric measurements. These results then can be considered a systematics floor with regard to our ability to recover galaxy physical properties from photometry using our SPS method.
Validation of SPS Methods
To ensure the SN Ia host galaxy properties derived with our methods are consistent with those derived by other authors, we here examine the results of applying numerous SPS methods to the same photometric data as a means of validating our method. In order to not bias the results of our SN Ia host galaxy property estimation, we conduct our analysis on a training sample of field galaxies with photometric data from GALEX, SDSS, and 2MASS.
For simplicity (and limitation of computation time) we searched the SDSS online database in a small patch of sky between −1
• ≤ δ ≤ 1 • and 0
• (i.e. in Stripe 82) for galaxies with spectroscopic observations in a redshift range 0.04 ≤ z ≤ 0.10. We then similarly searched the GALEX photometric catalog for objects with detections in both the FUV and NUV filters in the same region of sky. Next we searched the 2MASS Extended Source Catalog (XSC) in the same sky region. Finally we matched the three catalogs together, requiring objects be detected with 5 (i.e. the GALEX resolution) of the SDSS astrometric position, compiling a total of 3673 galaxies with reliable detections in all 10 photometric filters. This set served as our training sample for refining our galaxy property estimation method, as well as a base sample for comparing the results of employing different galaxy SPS methods.
We note that although these catalog magnitudes do not employ matched apertures in the manner of our SN Ia host galaxy photometry (see Section 2.2), they are the same magnitudes used in the calculation of galaxy physical properties by the MPA-JHU group whose values will serve to validate the accuracy of our SPS methods. While the advantage of matched photometric apertures in galaxy stellar population modeling was not explicitly investigated for this work, we found the matched aperture method especially advantageous for placing upper limits on the UV flux in galaxies with low star-formation. The validation sample of SDSS galaxies employed here has galaxies spanning the full range of star-formation intensity realized in our SPS models, so the choice to use catalog photometry has not excised low-SFR galaxies from our validation sample.
Because our galaxy property (and uncertainty) estimation relies on appropriate weighting of the models in our library, it is vital that our photometric uncertainty estimates be accurate. We inspected this by examining the distribution of best χ 2 values for our training sample of SDSS galaxies and calculating its agreement with the expected distribution of this quantity. We find that use of the nominal catalog photometric errors results in extremely large χ 2 values. We thus add extra systematic errors in quadrature with the formal photometric errors of our measurements as follows: 0.052 and 0.026 mag for GALEX FUV and NUV filters, respectively (c.f. Salim et al. 2007 2 values using these padded photometric error bars is in better agreement with the expected χ 2 distribution, so we employ them in the galaxy property estimation for our SN Ia host galaxies.
We note that the final χ 2 values are still slightly higher than predicted by the χ 2 distribution, indicating some residual disagreement between our models and the data. This is likely due to the fact that the true underlying distributions of galaxy SFHs, reddening laws, and extinction values are not fully known quantities. Similarly, the best stellar evolutionary tracks, IMF(s), and even stellar SEDs may still require refinement. While these quantities are of interest for proper galaxy modeling, their study is the subject of a large and rich field of inquiry and thus must be beyond the scope of this work. Our choices of SFH, reddening, and metallicity priors as well as IMF, stellar evolutionary track, and systematic photometric uncertainties, are all based on reasonable assumptions which have even been employed in previous studies. Ultimately our models show acceptable agreement with real data and thus we consider them to be good models for comparing to data.
To confirm that our Bayesian method is recovering the correct galaxy physical properties, we compare the values we derived for our training sample of SDSS galaxies to the values derived by previous authors. To this end we use the stellar mass and SFR values calculated by the MPA-JHU group for these same galaxies. In the left hand panels of Figure 10 we show the values we derive compared to their values. We find our stellar masses to have excellent agreement, with a mean and RMS difference of ∆ log(M ) = 0.063 ± 0.105 and typical galaxy mass errors of σ log(M ) = 0.16. Their values use the same SPS models (BC03) as us with the same IMF (Chabrier 2003) , as well as model galaxy SFH parameters drawn from a similarly constructed prior and a similar Bayesian weighting scheme, so such tight agreement is to be expected.
Our SFR values show a bit more dispersion compared to the MPA-JHU values, with ∆ log(SF R) = −0.4 ± 1.2. This is not unexpected for several reasons. The first and most important is that the MPA-JHU SFR values are based on a combination of the SFR calculated from Hα flux within the SDSS fiber and color-based SFR measurement for light outside the fiber, which is trained on the Hα fluxes and colors of fiber spectra. The second cause for SFR discrepancies is the fact that the Hα-trained SFR values for the SDSS sample are sensitive to the most recent star-formation and may not correlate exactly with our UV-driven SFR values averaged over the last 500 Myr of the galaxy SFH. These effects will be discussed in detail in Section 5.
Next we compute mass and SFR estimates for our training sample of galaxies using the code ZPEG (Le Borgne & Rocca-Volmerange 2002) . This code was employed by several recent authors (Kelly et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2010; Lampeitl et al. 2010) to examine trends in stretch-and color-corrected SN Ia Hubble residuals with the masses of their host galaxies, and thus we want to ensure our values are on a consistent scale with theirs. We used our catalog photometry for our training sample of galaxies and computed masses and SFRs using ZPEG with the standard set of templates included with the ZPEG code. The comparison of the values derived by the MPA-JHU groups and those derived with ZPEG is presented in the right panels of Figure 10 , which shows that the stellar mass values derived with ZPEG are highly consistent with those derived by the independent analysis of Kauffmann et al. (2003) . The comparison of the stellar mass values from ZPEG with our own values also showed similar agreement. We note however that the discrete set of input galaxy evolutionary scenarios in ZPEG results in nearly discrete values of fitted sSFR.
We found that the formal ZPEG mass and sSFR error bars are significantly smaller than the values derived with our method. This is because ZPEG calculates errors on these quantities based on how well the input photometry matches the single evolutionary scenario that fits best, but has no prescription for how uncertain the galaxy SFH might be. Our method implicitly incorporates this estimation by performing a weighted sum over a wide range of galaxy SFHs, so we believe that our error bars more accurately reflect the systematic errors in the galaxy mass and SFR estimation (see also Taylor et al. 2011 , for a thorough discussion on the superior results achieved with Bayesian galaxy parameter measurements compared to using the "best-fit" template from a discrete set of models).
Thus we conclude that our mass values are appropriate for use in SN Ia cosmological analyses and are consistent with other methods including ZPEG and Kauffmann et al. (2003) . Indeed, since the central values of all these methods are so consistent, it is highly unlikely that trends of SN Ia Hubble residuals with host galaxy mass can be measured to higher precision by employing more sophisticated SPS methods. However, if these host galaxy mass values should ultimately be used as SN Ia luminosity correction parameters, then the estimation of their error bars must be accurate in order to be properly accounted for in the SN Ia cosmology error budget. Thus we propose that our Bayesian method is more realistic as it accounts for galaxy modeling systematics where some other methods do not. 
The Importance of GALEX UV Photometry
We further investigated the importance of including UV photometry from GALEX by repeating our galaxy photometry fits without UV data, both for the training sample of SDSS galaxies and our sample of SN Ia host galaxies. In particular we focused on the change in the estimated galaxy sSFR when UV data was not included in the photometry fits.
For the sample of ∼ 3700 SDSS galaxies in our training sample, we found that the sSFR values calculated from fitting only optical data were on average 0.22 dex lower than the values obtained when utilizing GALEX data. This is in good agreement with Figure 9 , where we found that the lack of UV data resulted in many intermediate sSFR galaxies with modest dust being mistaken for low sSFR galaxies with no dust. Furthermore, the mean uncertainty in the estimation of sSFRs went up from 0.2 dex to 0.72 dex when UV data was not included in the SPS fit. Thus we see that UV data is critical for both obtaining the correct value of a galaxy's star formation intensity as well as reducing its measurement uncertainty.
We also specifically investigated the effect of neglecting UV data when fitting the photometry of massive elliptical (passive) galaxies. To investigate this portion of parameter space, we isolated the subset of ∼ 950 galaxies in our training sample with log(M * /M ) > 10.5 and log(sSF R) < −11.5. For these galaxies we found the sSFR values fitted from only optical photometry were 0.28 dex higher than their values obtained from fitting the full UVOIR data. These galaxies correspond to the models in the lower left of the middle panels of Figure 9 , where the sSFR is over-estimated in extremely low sSFR systems. These systems behave in the opposite fashion to their intermediate-sSFR counterparts, as their red colors are due to extremely old stars but the prior on dust reddening forces both their fitted sSFR and dust reddening values to be too high. UV data breaks this degeneracy and allows the extremely low sSFR and low dust extinction to be correctly recovered.
These trends observed in the photometry fitting of both the models and SDSS galaxies were also observed (albeit with smaller statistics) in the SNfactory SN Ia host galaxy sample. For the 394 hosts with GALEX photometry, the mean sSFR uncertainty increased from 0.27 dex to 0.43 dex when the UV data was not included. We found the GALEX UV data to be critical for correctly determining the sSFR of our massive elliptical hosts. For the 66 SNfactory host galaxies with log(M * /M ) > 10.0 and log(sSF R) < −11.0 (note we softened the cuts to increase the sample size), the sSFR values were on average 0.40 dex higher when GALEX UV data was excluded in the photometry fit. Of those hosts, 35 have GALEX data with lower than 5σ detections, illustrating that even modest detections or upper limits of flux in the UV provide critical information for the determination of SN Ia host galaxy star formation intensity.
4. SN Ia HOST GALAXIES AND THE GALAXY MASS-METALLICITY RELATION The level of agreement of SN Ia host galaxies with the normal galaxy mass-metallicity (MZ) relation can provide important insight into preferred SN Ia progenitor environments. Discrepancies between the SN Ia MZ distribution and that of normal galaxies could potentially indicate metallicity preferences for SNe Ia, which would have important implications for high redshift SN Ia surveys. Alternatively, disagreement with the MZ relation could have other interpretations, as was the case with long-duration gamma ray burst host galaxies.
Some recent studies of the host galaxies of longduration gamma ray bursts (LGRBs) found that they tended to have systematically lower metallicities than those predicted by fiducial galaxy MZ relation (Modjaz et al. 2008; Levesque et al. 2010) . Initial interpretations of this trend speculated on a preference for lower metallicity environments in the production of LGRBs. The key insight, however, came from considering the effect of galaxy star-formation rate (SFR) on the galaxy MZ relation (Mannucci et al. 2010) . Accounting for this effect, it was found that LGRB hosts indeed agreed with the SFR-adjusted MZ relation (or equivalently the M-Z-SFR relation) but merely appeared in the region of galaxy parameter space populated by the most intensely star-forming galaxies (Kocevski & West 2011; Mannucci et al. 2011) . Thus this trend showed the preference for
LGRBs to form in very young stellar environments.
The SN Ia host galaxy agreement with the MZ relation has been an implicit assumption of previous authors who interpreted SN Ia brightness trends with host galaxy stellar mass in terms of SN Ia progenitor metallicity. The SNfactory sample is ideal for testing this assumption, as our untargeted search found SNe Ia in an unbiased sample of host galaxies spanning a large range (nearly 5 dex) of stellar masses. In this Section we present our method for inspecting the consistency of SN Ia host galaxies with the galaxy MZ relation and the results from the hosts of SNe Ia discovered by SNfactory.
SNfactory SN Ia Hosts and the MZ Relation
The correlation of galaxy luminosity and stellar mass with metallicity has been known for several decades (Lequeux et al. 1979 ), but has been quantitatively refined only recently with the advent of major galaxy spectroscopic surveys at low (SDSS York et al. 2000) and intermediate (Zahid et al. 2011) redshifts. Of particular interest for this work is the correlation of galaxy stellar mass with gas-phase metallicity, which for simplicity we will refer to simply as "metallicity" in this Section. For SDSS the MZ relation was studied by the MPA-JHU SDSS team in Tremonti et al. (2004, T04) for the fourth SDSS data release and subsequently for future data releases. T04 found that for a sample of ≈45,000 galaxies, gas-phase metallicities followed a tight relation in the stellar mass range of 8.5 ≤ log(M * /M ) ≤ 11.0 with a dispersion of about 0.1 dex at high stellar masses. The dispersion in the MZ relation increases at lower stellar mass, up to about 0.3 dex at log(M * /M ) = 8.5.
For this analysis we wish to inspect how much SN Ia hosts deviate from the fiducial MZ relation and whether those deviations are consistent with the observed dispersion in the MZ relation. To do so we use derived stellar masses and metallicities from the MPA-JHU SDSS team analysis of the SDSS DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009 ) data. They derive galaxy stellar masses from broadband photometry using the stellar population synthesis library of Kauffmann et al. (2003) , and calculate gas phase metallicities from emission line fluxes according to the method outlined in T04. To facilitate the appropriate comparison, we use the SNfactory host stellar masses and metallicities derived in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The MPA-JHU masses are computed with a Kroupa (2001) IMF, which has a negligible mean offset from the Chabrier (2003) IMF employed in our methods, though there exists some small scatter. As stated above, our metallicity values have all been converted to the T04 scale, so our masses and metallicities can be compared directly to those derived for SDSS galaxies by the MPA-JHU group. The full SNfactory host MZ diagram is shown in Figure 11 .
In order to assess the agreement of SNfactory host masses and metallicities with the SDSS MZ relation, we first compare the observed metallicity of each SN Ia host galaxy with the value predicted by the MZ relation for its observed mass. In practice, we calculate the weighted mean of the metallicities of all neighboring (in mass) SDSS galaxies with masses M i , weighted by their distance from the observed host mass M host (i.e. exp[−χ
2 and σ M is the uncertainty in the SN Ia host mass) with proper accounting for the number of SDSS hosts as a function of mass. Thus for each SN Ia host we can calculate the difference between its observed metallicity and that predicted from the MZ relation as ∆Z = Z host − Z M Z , with an uncertainty equal to the quadrature sum of the host metallicity measurement error and the dispersion of the MZ relation at that host mass (i.e. the RMS of the metallicity values of its stellar mass neighbors from SDSS).
Performing this calculation for all 130 SN Ia hosts in the SNfactory sample in the stellar mass range over which the MZ relation is well populated by SDSS, i.e. the aforementioned 8.5 ≤ log(M * /M ) ≤ 11.0, we find the weighted mean (and RMS) deviation of SN Ia host metallicities from the MZ relation to be:
For this number of hosts, the error on the mean is 0.012 dex. If we rephrase the MZ deviation in terms of pull values we find a mean and RMS deviation of:
Thus we can see that SN Ia host galaxy metallicities are, on average, very consistent with the values predicted for their host masses by the galaxy mass-metallicity relation. The fact that the RMS of our pull values is close to 1 implies agreement of SN Ia hosts with the MZ relation for not only the average metallicity values, but also the observed dispersion. This result also implies that our measurement error bars are not misestimated.
In the right panels of Figure 11 we plot the SNfactory host galaxy MZ relation for the R 23 and N2 metallicity metrics from which the final T04 metallicities were derived (see Section 2.3.3). These plots illustrate the aforementioned sensitivity failure of the NII line at low metallicities, as well as the double-valued nature of the R 23 metric. As can been seen from these plots, nearly all of the SN Ia host metallicities used in the MZ agreements tests of this Section come from the N2 metric, and show a similar agreement to the MZ relations of the SDSS sample using that metric.
To calculate each individual host galaxy's deviation from the SDSS MZ relation in further detail, we derive the metallicity cumulative distribution function (CDF) at each value of stellar mass, again using the weighted metallicities of each host's neighbors in stellar mass. The host is then assigned a score corresponding to where its metallicity is placed in the CDF of metallicities at its mass. This principle is illustrated in the left panels of Figure 12 .
Thus for each SN Ia host galaxy, we have a measure of where its metallicity lies in the distribution of metallicities at its stellar mass, which we will call its MZ agreement score. If SN Ia hosts perfectly obey the MZ relation, then the ensemble distribution of these scores should be distributed uniformly between 0 and 1. We show in the right panels of Figure 12 this distribution of MZ agreement scores for the 130 SNfactory SN Ia host galaxies whose mass falls within the aforementioned range. From this histogram we can see that the scores are relatively uniform. In the right panel of the same Figure, we plot the cumulative distribution function of the MZ agreement scores as compared to a line of unit slope (i.e. the CDF for a flat distribution). We can see from this plot that indeed our distribution is very close to a flat (uniform) distribution, and the cumulative distribution is reasonably close to unity. This would imply that not only are the mean and RMS metallicity deviation for SN Ia hosts consistent with the MZ relation, but the shape of their distribution is also similar.
We note that 30 hosts in our sample have host masses below the lower mass limit over which the MZ relation is well defined. We measure the RMS of the metallicity values of SNfactory hosts at the low mass end to be 0.32 dex, which is consistent with the 0.3 dex dispersion measured by T04 and the 0.4 dex dispersion measured by Zahid et al. (2012) at comparably low masses. Interestingly there appears to be a paucity of hosts below 12 + log(O/H) = 7.7, near the low metallicity threshold predicted by Kobayashi & Nomoto (2009) . While interesting, we caution that proper interpretation of this result requires a complete accounting of both observational incompleteness and SN search efficiency. A careful treatment of this is underway and will be presented in a future SNfactory paper.
5. STAR-FORMATION ACTIVITY OF SN Ia HOST GALAXIES In a similar spirit to the analysis of Section 4, we wish to investigate whether the star-formation rates of SN Ia host galaxies are distributed similarly to the values one would measure from a comparable sample of normal field galaxies. Galaxy SFRs are not tightly correlated with stellar mass as was true for gas-phase metallicities, so here we will examine whether the distribution of starformation indicators for the SNfactory SN Ia host galaxy sample is similar to the same distribution for a comparable sample of field galaxies.
This analysis begins with the expectation of finding subtle differences between SN Ia hosts and field galaxies driven by the SN Ia delay time distribution (DTD) -the distribution of times from formation of the progenitor system to explosion as a SN Ia. SN Ia rates show a dependence on both host galaxy SFR and stellar mass (Mannucci et al. 2005; Scannapieco & Bildsten 2005; Mannucci et al. 2006; Sullivan et al. 2006; Aubourg et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2012) , and studies of the SN Ia DTD indicate a larger fraction of young ( 1 Gyr) progenitors (Totani et al. 2008; Brandt et al. 2010; Barbary et al. 2012; Maoz et al. 2012) . Therefore, we begin this comparison with the expectation that our SN Ia host galaxies may show enhanced star formation.
In order to compare SN Ia host galaxy SFRs to a sam-ple of typical galaxies, we require an appropriate field galaxy sample -ideally one with stellar masses and SFRs measured from photometry in a manner comparable to our own methods, as well as spectroscopic measurements of galaxy Hα emission. While there are many large wellstudied samples that come close (e.g., NFGS (Jansen et al. 2000) ; 11HUGS (Kennicutt et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2011) ), the galaxy catalog that currently provides the closest match to our needs is again the MPA-JHU valueadded SDSS catalog. We will use this as our baseline for establishing the SF properties of a field galaxy sample, but in what follows we will describe a number of systematic limitations that do not yet allow us to exploit the full statistical power of our SN Ia host galaxy sample. Thus, the aim of this Section will be to test whether the star-formation activity of SN Ia host galaxies differs from that of a comparable sample of field galaxies at a level significantly above the systematic uncertainties. Accordingly, we proceed by first discussing some key differences between the MPA-JHU method and our own technique for estimating SFRs from photometry in Section 5.1. Then in Section 5.2 we discuss the importance of appropriately weighting the SDSS spectroscopic sample to account for SFR-dependent Malmquist bias. Finally in Section 5.3 we present the results of our SN Ia host galaxy comparison to SDSS field galaxies.
Differences in the SDSS and SNfactory SFR
Measurement Methods Photometric SFRs for the MPA-JHU SDSS catalog were presented in Brinchmann et al. (2004, hereafter B04) . These SFRs comprise two components: the first calculated directly from the spectrum obtained from the 3 fiber placed on the center of the galaxy, and the second calculated from the flux and colors of the galaxy light outside the fiber.
The fiber SFR values in B04 were calculated from a Bayesian technique similar to the photometric mass estimates applied to the measured emission line fluxes in the galaxy spectrum. These measured line fluxes were compared to a suite of emission line models from Charlot & Longhetti (2001) which spanned various values of metallicity, ionization parameter, and reddening by dust (note these are the same models and comparison methods used to calculate metallicities in T04). B04 found the final SFRs to be driven primarily by the flux in Hα, but with a scaling parameter that varied subtly from the Kennicutt (1998) value depending on the best fit metallicity and ionization parameter.
SFR values for the galaxy flux outside the SDSS fiber were calculated in B04 using a color-color SFR grid trained on the spectroscopic data. Specifically, B04 calculated the SFR per unit luminosity in i-band within the SDSS fiber for all galaxies in their sample, then measured the mean SF R/L i in small bins in g − r vs. r − i color space. For each galaxy, the g − r and r − i colors of the light outside the SDSS fiber was measured and the mean SF R/L i for the corresponding color-color bin applied to the i-band flux outside the fiber.
Thus the B04 SFR values for the SDSS galaxy sample were trained to show tight agreement with SFRs measured from Hα flux (indeed they are partly composed of the Hα flux-based SFR from within the spectroscopic fiber). This explains the tight agreement between their photometric SFRs and SFRs calculated from Hα flux with the Kennicutt (1998) relation (Figure 7) .
We now turn to the systematic differences between the B04 SFR technique and that employed by us (Section 3) for SN Ia host galaxies. Our technique measures the SFR of a galaxy from its average sSFR over the past 500 Myr, and is strongly driven by UV flux. This inherently probes a different timescale in the galaxy SFH than the Hα-driven SFRs of B04, which probe the very recent ( 10 Myr) part of the galaxy SFH. There is cause to believe that these SFRs should agree on average but have some scatter due to the variety of SFHs realized in nature. This was borne out by the work of Salim et al. (2007) -who performed a SED matching technique similar to, and the inspiration for, our own technique -who found that the photometrically measured SFRs agreed with the Hα-driven SFRs with a scatter of 0.5 dex. Their SFRs were calculated over the last 100 Myr in their models, and the scatter is likely a product of the diversity of galaxy SFHs. Similar scatter (perhaps even larger) is to be expected when comparing our 500 Myr averaged SFRs to the Hα-driven ones of B04.
Differences between our SFRs and those derived with the B04 technique may also arise due to the fact that their values are derived (in part) from optical photometry. This could yield a sSFR-correlated bias as found in our models in Section 3.2, and may explain the structure in the SFR comparison presented in Figure 10 . These concerns, along with the SFH diversity scatter described above, limit the power of direct comparison between SFR values derived with these differing method. Our objective in this Section then will be to look for strong deviations in the SFR behavior of SN Ia hosts which cannot be explained by these systematic differences, while a detailed quantitative comparison will be best suited for a future analysis where consistent methods can be applied to SN Ia hosts and a large field galaxy sample.
Weighting SDSS Galaxies for Selection Bias
The objective of this section is to the compare the distribution of SN Ia host galaxy SFRs, as traced by several indicators, to a comparable field galaxy sample from the MPA-JHU SDSS catalog. Unlike our previous analysis of the galaxy MZ relation, this SFR comparison must account for observational incompleteness resulting from the magnitude limit (m r = 17.77) of the SDSS spectroscopy survey. More intensely star-forming galaxies will be bluer and more luminous (i.e. have a lower mass-to-light ratio) than less intensely star-forming galaxies of the same mass. This means that the raw demographics of galaxies in the SDSS spectroscopic survey will be biased toward more strongly star-forming galaxies. This effect was not important in our consideration of the galaxy MZ relation (Section 4) since metallicity does not strongly affect the galaxy luminosity, but it is of critical importance for the analysis of this Section.
To mitigate the effect of luminosity bias, we calculate for each galaxy in the MPA-JHU sample the maximum possible redshift z lim at which it would have been included in the SDSS spectroscopic sample, then calculate the effective volume of the SDSS sample in which these galaxies would be found (V ∝ (z ing to its effective fraction of the total survey volume (V /V max where V max ∝ (z 3 max − z 3 min )). This V /V max weighting scheme is complicated by the fact that the SDSS spectroscopic sample includes some galaxies whose luminosity is below the nominal magnitude limit of the survey. These are typically low mass galaxies whose blue colors and small physical sizes made them prime candidates to be high-redshift quasars, which were spectroscopically targeted below the nominal magnitude cut. Indeed, below galaxy mass of log(M * /M ) ∼ 8.5 there are almost no galaxies which are more luminous than the nominal SDSS spectroscopic magnitude limit given our lower redshift cut. For completeness we wish to include these galaxies in order to characterize the SFR activity at low galaxy mass scales, but we must weight them differently than galaxies brighter than the nominal SDSS magnitude limit. Upon inspection of the magnitudes of these galaxies, we found that most of these galaxies obeyed an apparent upper magnitude limit in rband of m r = 20. We therefore weighted all galaxies above the nominal SDSS spectroscopic magnitude limit of m r = 17.77 using a V /V max weight calculated using m r = 20 as the survey magnitude limit.
Since galaxy star-formation intensity (namely sSFR), correlates with galaxy mass (Salim et al. 2007 ), we construct the distributions of star-formation indicators from the SDSS sample using final weights that yield a weighted galaxy mass distribution equivalent to that of our SN Ia host galaxy sample. First, we employed redshift cuts of z min = 0.02, to mitigate the effects of low fiber filling fractions for massive galaxies at low redshift, and z max = 0.10, above which the SDSS spectroscopic survey is heavily biased towards massive luminous galaxies. V /V max volumetric weights were calculated for each galaxy using these values and the observed galaxy luminosity in r-band as described above. We then constructed the volume-weighted galaxy mass distribution for this sample and calculated a mass-based weighting function to force the final weighted mass distribution to match that of the SN Ia host sample.
In the analysis of Section 5.3, we will examine SF indicators for two subsets of the SNfactory sample: (i) those with SFRs (and sSFRs) measured from photometry, and (ii) those with Hα SFRs measured from spectroscopy. Since these are two distinct samples with different mass distributions, we calculated two mass-based weighting functions for the SDSS sample to make the appropriate comparisons to the respective samples. (left) and SFR (right) for SNfactory SN Ia host galaxies (solid blue histograms) compared to the weighted distribution of those quantities from a comparable sample of SDSS galaxies (dashed magenta curves). Bottom: Spectroscopic measurements of the equivalent width of (left) and total flux in (right) the Hα line, with curves the same as top panels. above (Section 5.1) is likely to arise from SFH diversity. We note that the sSFRs for our SN Ia hosts are averaged over the last 500 Myr of the model SFHs and thus by construction have a maximum value of log(sSF R) = −8.7 corresponding to the entirety of the galaxy mass being formed in this time interval. In Table 8 we summarize the properties of the starformation indicator distributions for the SDSS galaxy sample and the SNfactory SN Ia host galaxies (we note that for this comparison we restrict the sample only to SNe Ia discovered by SNfactory). We present the median and ±1σ values for the two samples, but due to the systematic differences in photometric SFR measurement techniques (see Section 5.1) and the uncertain impact of aperture effects (see Section 2.3), we purposfully avoid power statistical tests such as a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test because they cannot effectively account for these subtleties.
From this analysis we can make some general state-ments about the consistency of SN Ia host galaxy starformation activity compared to a comparable sample of field galaxies. The differences between photometric SFR and sSFR distributions is much smaller than the systematic uncertainties in their measurements, so we detect no significantly unusual star-formation activity in SN Ia host galaxies as measured from photometry. Interestingly, the EW (Hα) distribution for SN Ia host galaxies appears to have a higher median value than the SDSS field galaxy sample. This could perhaps indicate that SNe Ia have a slight preference for more strongly star-forming environments. This would be consistent with recent studies of the SN Ia delay time distribution (DTD -e.g. Maoz et al. 2011; Barbary et al. 2012 ) which find a DTD peaked at young stellar ages. Quantitative results from this analysis are limited by the uncertain impact of aperture effects, but EW (Hα) provides the most interesting distinction between the SN Ia host galaxy and normal field galaxy samples.
In summary, SN Ia host galaxies show mostly normal star-formation activity given the current limitations on measurement of SFRs in our host galaxy sample and the field galaxy sample from SDSS. A more precise quantitative comparison will likely require a field galaxy sample whose properties are derived in a consistent way as the SN Ia hosts, and whose selection function is very well understood. Since SN Ia hosts have a higher relative fraction of low mass galaxies compared to the magnitudelimited SDSS sample, this comparison would also benefit from a field galaxy sample which is better sampled at the low mass end. For now we find modest agreement between the star-formation activity of SN Ia host galaxies and a comparable (in mass) sample of field galaxies.
6. SUMMARY Here we revisit the major contributions of this work. Specifically, we summarize the properties of the SNfactory SN Ia host galaxy sample compared to other SN Ia host samples, and illustrate that the SNfactory SN Ia sample found SNe Ia in environments missed by other surveys. We then discuss the advantages of our galaxy stellar population synthesis (SPS) technique, as well as its possible limitations. Finally we discuss the implications of our findings that SN Ia host galaxies exhibit similar metallicities and star-formation behavior as comparable samples of normal field galaxies.
Advantages of the SNfactory SN Ia Sample
The SNfactory SN Ia sample whose host galaxies are presented here represents a sample of 400 low redshift (z 0.1) SNe Ia from an untargeted search, which we believe is the best available representation of the full population of SNe Ia and their host galaxies in the local universe. A representative statistic is the range of stellar masses probed by the sample of SNe Ia discovered by SNfactory, which spans from log(M * /M ) = 6.9 (SNF20080910-007) to log(M * /M ) = 11.7 (SNF20050926-002), with nearly half (46%) of our host galaxies having stellar masses below 10 10 M . As a comparison, the compilation of local SN Ia host galaxies from Neill et al. (2009) spanned the mass range 8.6 ≤ log(M * /M ) ≤ 12.24, with only 15% of their hosts having stellar masses below 10 10 M .
We also used optical spectra to measure the gas phase metallicities for a large fraction of the SNfactory host galaxy sample, and showed that our hosts span nearly 2 dex in metallicity. This is especially advantageous for the construction of SN Ia spectral templates for application at high redshift where metallicities and stellar ages will be on average lower than in the low redshift universe. Indeed, a measurement of the galaxy mass-metallicity relation at z ∼ 0.8 by Zahid et al. (2011) showed that the MZ relation has shifted downward by approximately 0.15 dex, less than a tenth of the full metallicity range probed by our sample. Thus we can state that our ability to construct appropriate SN Ia templates at low redshift will not be hindered by cosmic chemical evolution since the range of metallicities probed locally far exceeds its average change at high redshift.
SN Ia Host Galaxies and SPS Techniques
In Section 3 we presented our Bayesian technique for deriving SN Ia host galaxy masses and specific star formation rates from multi-band photometry. This method of applying stellar population synthesis (SPS) techniques to SN Ia host galaxies differs somewhat from those used by other authors studying SN Ia hosts (e.g. Sullivan et al. 2006; Neill et al. 2009; Kelly et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2010; Lampeitl et al. 2010) . We made several key observations about our technique which are important for future comparisons of SN Ia properties to the properties of their host galaxies.
First, we noted that SPS fits to galaxy photometry recovered the star-formation rate well only if UV data are available. Because of the degeneracy between redder colors in old stars and reddening by foreground dust, optical data alone cannot effectively distinguish between these two effects. Instead, both the galaxy sSFR and dust are underestimated at intermediate galaxy ages with modest reddening by dust, where the SPS recovery method mistakes the dust for older stellar ages. Thus our method is optimum when rest-frame UV photometry is available. For high-redshift ground-based surveys such as SNLS and DES, observer-frame optical photometry effectively samples the rest-frame UV, making these data unlikely to suffer biases in the estimate of host galaxy SFRs.
The second major result of our SPS analysis was that galaxy mass-to-light ratios (and thus final mass estimates) were recovered without significant bias even with limited photometric coverage. The reason for this is related to the aforementioned age-dust degeneracy. Both stellar age and foreground dust make stellar populations both redder and dimmer. While the ways in which the reddening and dimming effects are coupled (i.e. the slope of the respective color-luminosity relations) are not the same for age and dust, they are close enough that massto-light ratios are not made highly inaccurate. This serendipitous similarity between these effects means that the masses of SN Ia host galaxies can be fairly well recovered from optical data alone. We also found that a single color results in significant uncertainty on the massto-light ratio of a galaxy, but this uncertainty is small compared to the range of masses probed by our SN Ia sample.
We then compared our mass and SFR estimates to those derived using other SPS techniques. A first comparison was applied to a sample of SDSS field galaxies whose masses and SFRs were measured by the MPA-JHU group using the methods of Kauffmann et al. (2003) , which provided the intellectual template for our own methodology. We found excellent agreement with their values, as expected. We then used the code ZPEG, a popular code with SN Ia host studies, to derive masses for our hosts as well as the same SDSS training sample and a sample of our model galaxies. We found that the masses showed good agreement, but the fitted SFR values from ZPEG converged essentially to discrete values set by the input galaxy evolutionary scenarios. While such a discrete set of templates is the ideal set for deriving photometric redshifts, it provides coarse resolution for the detailed SFR measurements we desire.
Furthermore, such matching to small discrete SFH libraries provides an insufficient accounting for the uncertainty on a galaxy's SFH. While such limitations do not severely hinder the measurement of galaxy stellar masses, it provides a poor estimate of the uncertainty on the mass. The inability of discrete SPS models to accurate quantify the uncertainty on galaxy physical properties was the prime motivation for our development of the SPS technique presented here. With the observation of a residual bias of SN Ia luminosities with host mass (Kelly et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2010; Lampeitl et al. 2010; Gupta et al. 2011) , it is possible that host galaxy properties (especially stellar mass) may need to be included in SN Ia luminosity corrections in cosmological samples. In order to facilitate an appropriate accounting of systematic errors in this correction, we designed this SPS method to recover accurate measurement of the uncertainty on SN Ia host galaxy masses that accounts for the uncertainty in galaxy SFH.
Finally, we comment on some of the limitations of our SPS methods. Our estimates of SFR and mass recovery efficiencies were found when fitting our model spectra with other models from the same library, and thus can be considered a minimum level of systematic error associated with our technique. Our method is inherently tied a particular choice of SFHs which are meant to represent a reasonable prior on the likely distribution of galaxy SFHs in the local universe. Galaxies which are drawn from a different prior (i.e. if our prior is not an accurate representation of the true distribution of galaxy SFHs in the local universe) may have biases in the estimation of their physical properties (see, e.g., Gallazzi & Bell 2009 ). Similarly, our prior on the reddening of these galaxies and our choice of reddening law may introduce some biases if the true distribution of galaxy reddening or the reddening law differ from the choices made here.
While a full assessment of the possible biases resulting from our choices is beyond the scope of this paper, we note the important fact that such biases are likely to affect all estimated galaxy properties in a coherent way. Thus a relative comparison of galaxy properties amongst galaxies fitted with the same SPS techniques is entirely valid. It is for this reason that we chose the particular SPS techniques presented here, because they mimic very closely those employed by the major galaxy studies from the SDSS survey (e.g., Kauffmann et al. 2003; Tremonti et al. 2004; Salim et al. 2007 ). Such self-consistency will also be important for SN Ia cosmological studies if SN Ia host galaxies are used for cosmological luminosity corrections.
Comparison of SN Ia Hosts to Normal Galaxies
In Sections 4 and 5 we showed that the metallicity and star-formation activity of SN Ia host galaxies is very similar to that of a typical field galaxy sample from SDSS. Not only do the mean and RMS of SN Ia host metallicities agree with the normal galaxy MZ relation, but indeed the shape of the SN Ia host metallicity distribution is remarkably similar to that of normal galaxies. An analysis of star formation indicators (total SFR and sSFR estimated from photometry, and Hα equivalent width and total flux measured from spectroscopy) in SN Ia host galaxies showed that the distribution of those quantities in SN Ia hosts was similar to that calculated from a comparable SDSS field galaxy sample (though systematic differences in SFR measurement techniques between the two samples -see Section 3.3 -limit the power of this comparison). This confirms that SNe Ia do not (on average) prefer extreme environments, but instead can be expected to be found in most normal galaxies.
The most important consequence of this result is that studies which investigate the variation of SN Ia properties with progenitor metallicity can be accomplished by means of measuring galaxy stellar masses from photometry, rather than the observationally expensive spectroscopic measurement of galaxy metallicity. Indeed several studies (Neill et al. 2009; Howell et al. 2009 ) have previously attempted to measure the decrease in SN Ia 56 Ni yield predicted to occur at high metallicities (Timmes et al. 2003) by measuring 56 Ni yields as a function of host galaxy mass. Similarly, the aforementioned studies which discovered the SN Ia luminosity host bias commented on the possibility of progenitor metallicity driving the effect. These and other works relied on the previous untested assumption that SN Ia host galaxies exhibit typical metallicity for their given stellar mass. We have shown here quantitatively that such assumptions were (retroactively) justified, and may indeed be employed in the future.
7. CONCLUSIONS In this paper we presented photometric and spectroscopic observations of galaxies hosting SNe Ia discovered or observed by the Nearby Supernova Factory (SNfactory). Galaxy photometry in ten photometric filters spanning UV to NIR wavelengths were calculated for over 450 SN Ia host galaxies. Additionally, emission line fluxes from optical spectra were measured for over 300 SN Ia host galaxies.
We presented a Bayesian method for fitting the SN Ia host galaxy photometry with stellar population synthesis (SPS) techniques inspired by many of the major SDSS galaxy sample studies. We illustrated the vital role GALEX UV photometry plays in the correct estimation of galaxy star-formation intensity (sSFR) -especially for galaxies with modest to low sSFRs -in good agreement with the findings of previous studies such as Neill et al. (2009) and Gupta et al. (2011) . We further showed our methods to be consistent with other techniques for obtaining galaxy stellar masses, but with improved quantification of systematic uncertainties in SPS modeling.
Finally we used our galaxy physical parameters to compare the full sample of SN Ia host galaxies to a typical field galaxy sample from SDSS. We showed that SN Ia host galaxies obey the fiducial galaxy mass-metallicity (MZ) relation with remarkable agreement. We examined star-formation indicators in these SN Ia hosts and showed them to be distributed similarly as in an analogous sample of normal field galaxies. In summary, we have demonstrated that SN Ia host galaxies are extremely normal.
